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So far, the wave function has been interpreted as a probability amplitude, which is given physical
meaning by ensemble averages of a large number of identical systems at a given time. %'e give an alter-
native interpretation of the wave function for a single system by means of a measurement which lasts a
long time. This is a measurement on a single quantum system which determines the expectation values
of (not necessarily commuting) observables while the wave function is protected from collapsing because
it undergoes another suitably chosen interaction. This type of measurement enables the distinction be-
tween states which are not orthogonal, but are protected by a suitable interaction with the states of their
environment, even for a single system. It therefore gives a difterent ontological meaning to the wave
function. Several experiments in which such a measurement is realized, which can in principle be per-
formed using electrons, neutrons, or atoms, are studied.

PACS number(s): 03.65.8z

I. INTRODUCTION

Since the discovery of quantum theory a very funda-
mental question has haunted physicists: What is the
physical meaning of the wave function?

Schrodinger, when he introduced the wave function
[1],regarded it as ontological, i.e., it exists as a real physi-
cal wave independent of our knowledge of it. But this
view was abandoned and the probabilistic interpretation
due to Born [2] was adopted. This gave the wave func-
tion an epistemological character in the sense that it be-
came a device for making statistical predictions for future
experiments on the basis of our present knowledge of the
system, as explained below in Sec. II. The outcome of
each experiment, according to this view, changes our
knowledge and hence the wave function of the system.

This transition in the interpretation of the wave func-
tion took place for three reasons: (1) Even though a par-
ticle has a wave function that is in general extended over
space, in all experiments performed so far it manifests as
a localized point particle, e.g. , in the interaction of the
particle with a photographic plate, cloud chamber,
counter, etc. (2) When a measurement is made on a quan-
tum system, the wave function seems to collapse into one
of the eigenstates of the observable being measured which
cannot be described by quantum theory. However, the
probability of collapse into any of the eigenstates can be
predicted by quantum theory. (3) It is not possible to dis-
tinguish experimentally between two nonorthogonal wave
functions of a given system with probability 1 because
this would violate the unitarity of time evolution during
the experiment.

But recently the concept of protective measurement
was introduced [3]. This is a measurement of the wave
function of a quantum system during which the wave
function is prevented from changing appreciably by
means of another interaction which it undergoes at the
same time. Therefore this wave function does not col-
lapse because of the measurement. This is explained in
Sec. III. %'e also provide here a new physical meaning to
the expectation value of an observable for a single quan-
tum system as the outcome of a protective measurement
on a single system as opposed to the usual statistical inter-
pretation that can be made physically meaningful only by
having an ensemble of identical systems.

The protective measurement of the spatial part of the
wave function is described and illustrated by two specific
examples in Sec. IV. In Sec. V protective measurement
of a spin state by means of two possible experiments, us-
ing homogeneous and inhomogeneous magnetic fields, is
described. Each of these proposed experiments show ex-
plicitly the transition from the usual measurement to the
protective measurement. Finally, in Sec. VI we use this
concept to show that (1), (2), and (3) above are not valid
reasons for not giving reality to the wave function. This
suggests that the wave function up to a phase may be on-
tological.

II. USUAL MEASUREMENT AND INTERPRETATION
OF THE WAVE FUNCTION

Suppose a system X evolves, in the absence of any mea-
surement, under the Hamiltonian Ho and it is desired to
measure the observable A. This can be done by letting
the system interact with an apparatus so that the new
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Hamiltonian is

H =Ho+ g (t)q A +H, , (2.1)

collapses into one of the states in an apparently discon-
tinuous, irreversible manner:

where q is an observable of the apparatus, which we take
to be a coordinate of the apparatus, H, is the Hamiltoni-
an of the apparatus, and g (r) represents the switching on
and oF of the interaction, i.e., g(t) is nonzero only in
some time interval, say [O, T]. Let g(t)=gof(t), where

go is a constant and f of ( t)dt = 1. The state
~
@& of the

combined system obeys Schrodinger's equation

ie&=Hie & .
Bt

(2.2)

Let
~ 4; & be the normalized eigenstates of A belonging

to eigenvalues a; in the Hilbert space of X. Suppose that
the state of the combined system at t =0 was

~e(0) &
= ~a&~e& = ~a& y c;~e; &, (2.3)

where ~a & is a normalized state of the apparatus and at
least two of the c s are nonzero. Then the effect of this
interaction for small T is given by

~
e( T) &

= exp ——' J H dr ~a (0) &

o

= g c; exp ——'goqa; ~a & ~W,. &,
1

(2.4)

which is called the impulse approximation. I.et ~ be the
momentum of the apparatus conjugate to q, i.e.,

[m, q]= iR . — (2.5)

Then for the ith term in the summation (2.4), m. has shift-
ed by the value goa, . Therefore the momentum acquires
different values for the different possible values of A. In
the Heisenberg picture,

l

dt
[H, n]= —g—(t) A .. (2.6)

where ~a; &
=—exp[ —(if')goa;q]~a& are states of the ap-

paratus which, for sufficiently large go, are orthogonal for
distinct a,

So far the wave function has undergone continuous,
linear, unitary, reversible evolution governed by
Schrodinger's equation. In the second stage of the mea-
surement process an observation is made to determine in
which stage ~u; & the apparatus is in. Then, according to
the usual Copenhagen interpretation, the wave function

Again it is seen that ~ changes by different amounts for
distinct eigenvalues a; of A.

Hence by measuring the momentum m the value of 3
can be measured in principle. This is the first stage of the
measurement process in which, returning to the
Schrodinger picture, there is an entanglement between
the eigenstates of 3 and the states of the apparatus. This
is described by (2.4), which may be rewritten as

(2.4')

gc, l~, &(+, & (2.7)

2

S

FIG. 1. Ideal Stern-Gerlach experiment for a spin-2 particle
with and without protection. In general, as the particle with the
magnetic moment enters the inhomogeneous magnetic field (be-
tween the pole pieces 3 and 8 of a magnet) its wave function
splits into two whose approximate trajectories are U& and U2.
One spot appears on the screen S corresponding to the particle
going along Ui or U&. But if a large magnetic 6eld is present in
the direction of the spin then its state is protected and the wave
function does not split. So the particle has only one possible
trajectory P. From two such experiments, the spin state of a
single particle can be determined without collapsing it.

The collapse (2.7) cannot be explained by Schrodinger's
equation and can at present only be predicted statistically
as having probability ~ck ~

.
A simple example of measurement is the determination

of the z component of spin of a spin- —,
' particle, such as a

neutron or a suitable atom, by means of an ideal Stern-
Gerlach apparatus (Fig. 1) which has a "magnetic field"
that is inhomogeneous, say, in the x direction [4]. Then,
H, =p /2m and A =cr, and q is the coordinate of the
center of mass of the particle which then plays the role of
the "apparatus. " As the particle moves through this field
in the time interval [0,T] the entanglement (2.4') takes
place with the two states

~ 4, & and
~ %2 & being eigenstates

of o. with eigenvalues a, =+1 and a&= —1. Then, ac-
cording to (2.6), the changes in momenta of the particle
in these two states are opposite. Hence the wave function
splits into two, which is the first stage of the measuring
process. In the second stage, the wave function interacts
with a macroscopic screen. Then, according to
Schrodinger's equation, an entanglement of the form
(2.4') must again take place. But in fact only one spot
appears on the screen for a given particle, which corre-
sponds to the collapse (2.7). This spot is in one of two
possible positions corresponding to the states ~%, & and

~ %2& and this location can only be predicted probabilisti-
cally as having probabilities ~c, ~

or ~c2 ~, respectively.
If the wave function is ontological then this collapse

cannot be explained by present-day quantum mechanics.
The epistemological interpretation of the wave function
does not have this problem and is appealing for the fol-
lowing reasons. (a) If the wave function represents at
least partially our knowledge of the system, then since
the observation changes our knowledge of the system it is
not surprising that we should subsequently change its
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wave function. (b) If the wave function were a real objec-
tive representation of a single quantum system then we
would expect this collapse (2.7) to occur deterministical-
ly. Moreover, a statistical prediction can be given physi-
cal meaning only by associating an ensemble of systems
with the wave function, which suggests that + cannot be
a realistic description of a single system

In spite of the above arguments in favor of an ep-
istemological interpretation of 4, many physicists are
dissatisfied with it because of the following reasons. (i)
The projection postulate (2.7) lies outside of quantum
mechanics as formulated by the wave equation (2.2). This
is unlike other theories of physics in which the field equa-
tions and the equations of motion determine all the phys-
ics. (ii) The formulation of (2.7) requires the division be-
tween the quantum system from the final apparatus that
collapses the wave function, which has not been clearly
made in the orthodox interpretation, sometimes called
the Copenhagen interpretation. Also, in the latter inter-
pretation the apparatus is treated classically. But since
the apparatus is Inade up of quantum-mechanical sys-
tems, such as protons, neutrons, electrons, and photons,
it is reasonable to expect that it should also be treated
quantum mechanically.

III. PROTECTIVE MEASUREMENT

A protective measurement differs from the usual mea-
surement in the important respect that the wave function

is protected from changing appreciably when the mea-
surement is being made. Therefore the entanglement
(2.4') does not take place and instead

la(0))le(0)& l~(t)&le(t)&, t &0, (3.1)

where IV(t)) is approximately the same as IV(0)) during
the time interval [0, T). Since the first stage of the mea-
surement process, namely, the entanglement (2.4'), does
not take place, the second stage, namely, the collapse
(2.7), also does not take place. Also, on using (2.1) and
(2.2),

d
dt

& ~(t)+(t) l~l~(t)+(t) &
= —g (t) & +(t)

I
& I+(t) &,

(3.2)

which enables (%(t)l 2 IV(t) ) to be determined from the
change in momentum of the apparatus. Several such
measurements of different observables A; can be made
without collapsing I'P(t)). Hence (%(t)l A;I4(t)) can be
determined for suKciently large number of observables
2; from which

I
%(t) ) can be determined up to an overall

phase, in principle. This enables the measurement of the
wave function of a single system thereby giving a new on-

tological meaning to the wave function.
A protective measurement can be done in one of two

ways.
(i) %'(t) ) is initially, at t =0, in a nondegenerate eigen-

state of the Hamiltonian H. The interaction with the ap-
paratus is such that H changes slowly during the mea-
surement that takes place in the interval [0,T] and
T))A'/b E )0, where hE is the smallest of the energy
differences between

I
4 ) and other eigenstates of H.

Also, the interaction is assumed to be suKciently weak so
that

I %(t) ) is nearly equal to I V(0) ) up to a phase factor
for t H [0,T]. Then, by the adiabatic theorem [5], I+(t) )
remains as an eigenstate of H (t) for all t E [0,T]. Conse-
quently, the wave function of the combined system
changes as in (3.1), and the entanglement (2.4') does not
take place. Also, the interaction is assumed to be
sufficiently weak so that IV(t) ) is nearly equal to I%'(0) )
up to a phase factor for all t H [0,T]. The latter condi-
tion is required in order that the state measured, as de-
scribed in the previous paragraph, does not differ
significantly from the original state because of the in-
teraction.

We emphasize that we do not know what
I

~p ) is before
the measurement and need not know what H is. We need
to know only that

I
4 ) is protected in order to determine

I+). If, on the other hand, H is known and I%') is
known as an eigenstate of H belonging to a known simple
eigenvalue E, it would be possible to calculate IV). A
new aspect of the protective measurement is that it en-
ables I%') to be directly measured and it is not necessary
to know H or E.

(ii) For an arbitrary evolution according to
Schrodinger's equation so that %(t)) is not necessarily
an eigenstate of the Hamiltonian, it can be protected by
measurements in the following way: Let I+o(t)) be the
evolution of

I %(0) ) determined by the unperturbed Ham-
iltonian Ho. Measure an observable P ( t ), for which
%0(t) ) is a nondegenerate eigenstate, a large number of

times which are dense in [0,T]. Then I%'(t)) does not
depart appreciably from I+o(t) ) during the measurement
and again we have (3.1) instead of (2.4'). The dense se-
quence of measurements prevent the wave function from
collapsing while the observable 3 is being measured by
an independent measurement described by the Hamil-
tonian (2.1).

To see this, consider the simple example of P (t) being
measured in the interval [O, T] at times t„=(nlrb)T,
n = 1,2, . . . , N, where N is an arbitrarily large number.
Consider the branch of the evolution of the state of the
combined system, consisting of the observed system and
the apparatus, in which each measurement of P(t„) re-
sults in the state of the observed system being in

I ~,(t„)):

IC'(T) &o=—I+0(t~) & & +o(t&)1 exp — H(t~) . I%'0(t, ) ) (—+o—(t, )lN

X exp —— H(t2) IV (t,0))(% (t&o)l
—exp

l T
H(t, ) I%'(0) & l~(0) &
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=
~ %0(t~) ) ( %0(t~) ~

exp ———g (trav )qA ~40(t3 ) ) (Vo(tq)
~

X exp ———g(t2)qA ~%0(t2))(%0(t, )~ exp ———g(t, )qA ~%0(t, ))~ao(T)),l T l T (3.3)

where ~ao(t) ) is the state of the apparatus when it evolves under the Hamiltonian H, . We have assumed, for simplicity,
that [H„qA] is zero or its effect is negligible in the time interval [0,T]. The last expectation value in (3.3), to second
order in ( I /N), is

1 T 1 T
(%0(t&)~ exp ———g(t&)qA ~%0(t, ))=1———g(t, )q(A) —

2 g(t, ) q (A) —
z 2g(t, ) q b, A

= exp ———g (t, )q( A )
l T 1 T'

1 — g(t&) q AA
2A

where ( A ) =(CO~A 0'o), and b, A =( A ) —( A ) is
the square of the uncertainty in A. This can be done
with each exponential factor in (3.3). The product of the
factors containing AA tends to 1 as X—+~. Hence in
the limit of N ~ oo, (3.3) reads

~e( T)&,=~@,( T)) exp ——' f g(t)q(A)dt ~ao(T)& .
0

(3.4)

bp= —f (A)g(t)dt .
0

(3.5)

Therefore by measuring hp, ( A ) can be determined. By
doing this experiment with difFerent observables 2, the
wave function can be determined up to an overall phase
for a single particle. Of course, if P (t) is known it is pos-
sible to determine

~ %o(t) ) by calculation. But the protec-
tive measurement enables ~4o(t)) to be determined
directly, by actual measurements, for a single particle.

Hitherto it was believed that for a single particle it is
possible to experimentally distinguish between two or-
thogonal states but not two nonorthogonal states. This is
because in the usual measurement the apparatus states
~a,. )'s in (2.4') must be orthogonal in order to be distin-
guishable. The unitarity of time evolution during [O, T]
then implies that the corresponding ~%; )'s in (2.3) must
be orthogonal. The measurement collapses ~%(T) ) into
one of the orthogonal states, as indicated in (2.7), and the
wave function of the collapsed state ~%k ) is then deter-
mined by calculation or by making measurements of oth-
er observables on a large number of systems in that state.

But since a protective measurement leads neither to en-

Thus in this limit the branch (3.3) undergoes a unitary
evolution and therefore the contributions from the other
branches corresponding to one or more of the rneasure-
ments of P(t) giving a state different from ~%o(t) ) tend to
zero, i.e., the state of the combined system
~'p(T)) =~%'(T))o. This is in the generalization of the
"watched pot does not boil" effect [6] to the case when
the "watched pot" is evolving under the Hamiltonian H0.
From the exponential operator in (3.4) [see also (2.6)] the
momentum conjugate to q is shifted by

1 1
+ (3.6)

Thus the adiabatic theorem ensures that the two eigen-
states of o on the right-hand side of (3.6) have the same
space-time dependence and hence the beam does not split
in spite of the inhomogeneity of the magnetic field in the
x direction. If the beam strikes a screen, only one spot
will appear halfway between the two spots which would

tanglernent nor collapse, it is possible to distinguish be-
tween two nonorthogonal states provided they are both
protected. In method (i) this means that the states are
eigenstates of two different Hamiltonians, so two separate
experiments are performed; but each wave function can
be determined (up to overall phase) for a single particle in
that state. The states of the apparatus which distinguish
between the two protected states are of course orthogonal
after the measurement in order that they are distinguish-
able. But since the quantum-mechanical states of the en-
vironment which protects the states are orthogonal be-
fore the measurement, the unitarity of the time evolution
of the combined system, including the apparatus and the
environment, is not violated.

Also the protective measurement in addition to deter-
mining the state directly, shows the manifestation of the
entire wave function in its interaction with the probe. The
wave function is seen, in this type of measurement, as
spread out over a region of space and not as the probabil-
ity amplitude for finding the position of a point particle.
This will become clear from the examples that follow.

As a simple example, consider the ideal Stern-Gerlach
experiment discussed in Sec. II, which we now modify by
protecting the spin state of the spin- —,

' particle by a large
homogeneous magnetic field. Then the total magnetic
field B(t) also has approximately a constant direction
which we take to be the z direction for convenience for
the time being. It is assumed that the expectation value
of the coordinate q of the particle varies slowly during
the interaction with B(t) so that the Hamiltonian (2.1)

may be regarded as changing slowly. By the adiabatic
theorem, if the spin was initially an eigenstate of Bo.,
then it remains as an eigenstate to a good approximation
so that
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have appeared if the state were not protected.
More generally, if the inhomogeneity of the ideal

Stern-Gerlach apparatus is in the direction of an arbi-
trary unit vector n, the beam clearly does not split pro-
vided the spin state is protected by a large homogeneous
magnetic field in the unknown direction of the spin. Con-
versely, this nonsplitting for arbitrary n implies that the
spin state is being protected. The Hamiltonian now is a
special case of (2.1) corresponding to A =per n and q is
the coordinate in the direction of n. Schrodinger s equa-
tion implies that there must be a change in momentum of
the entire beam according to

(3.7)

where p is the momentum of the particle along n. This is
a special case of (3.2), with p now being the same as vr

By measuring this momentum change from the change in
velocity of the beam for three diFerent directions of n, in
principle, the spin state can be determined for a single
particle without collapsing this state. If the particle
strikes the screen then it would do so at a spot between
the two possible spots that it could strike if it were not
protected. The precise location of the actual single spot
it makes would depend on (~Petr n~'P). We emphasize
again that we need not know along which direction the
spin state was protected, but can determine this direction
(which we earlier took to be in the z direction for simpli-
city) as described above.

Consider now the spin interacting with an actual inho-
mogeneous magnetic field B,(x), satisfying Maxwell's
equations [4], while its spin is in the direction of m and
protected by a large homogeneous magnetic field Bo in
the same direction. The Hamiltonian is H= —pB&.o..
Then (3.7) is generalized to

„(~I'~p~'P) =@&%'~V(Bi o') 'P) =p(%'~V(B, m)~%) .

H =Ho++ tg (t)q A +H, I, (3.9)

which generalizes (2.1). Each interaction is sufficiently
weak and adiabatic as in (i) above, or dense measure-
ments of the observable P(t) are made as in (ii) above, in

(3.8)

In an actual Stern-Gerlach experiment there is a large
magnetic field which is part of the apparatus so that the
splitting takes place for the two spin states with quantiza-
tion axis along its direction. Our treatment is diFerent
because Bo is not part of our apparatus and its direction,
i.e., I, is unknown to us. But by changing the orienta-
tion of our apparatus and therefore B,(x) and measuring
the acceleration determined by (3.8) the fixed direction ofI and hence the spin state can be determined. This will
be treated in detail in Sec. V B.

Returning now to the general discussion, simultaneous
protective measurement of several observables 2 can be
done by letting the observed system interact with these
observables such that the Hamiltonian for the combined
system is

order that the measurement is protective. By measuring
the changes in the momenta m conjugate to q, the
values ('P

~
A ~% ) may be determined as described above.

By determining sufhcient number of these expectation
values,

~
4 ) can be determined up to an overall phase.

IV. PROTECTIVE MEASUREMENT OF THE
SPATIAI. WAVE FUNCTION

Suppose that the spatial part of the wave function %(x)
is protected, for example, if the particle is in the ground
state inside a box and the measurements made on it do
not excite it. We do not know what 4 is; we only know
that it is protected. Then %(x) can be determined up to
gauge transformations by protective measurements as fol-
lows: Make a protective measurement of the observable
t7] A =P„=—~x) (x~, which is the projection operator at
position x. This gives the value, via (3.2),

p(x)—:(0'~P„~~II ) =V*(x)%(x) . (4.1)

Next, protectively measure A = ,'(P„m. +n—.P„), which is
the current density at x, where m is the kinetic momen-
tum operator. This gives the value

V+i —A ~P*(x) %(x)

—%*(x) V i A—V—(x)
fi

=p(x) IirtVO(x) —eA (x)I, (4.2)

where 8(x) is the phase of %(x). As explained in Sec. III,
the protective measurement does not change %(x), even
when several observables are simultaneously measured
protectively. Therefore p(x) and j(x) can be determined
for diff'erent points x for the same %'(x). It can be shown
that from p(x) and j(x), for all points x, %(x) can be
determined up to gauge transformations. In this way
%(x) can be determined up to gauge transformations, in
principle, without collapsing the wave function for a sin-
gle particle.

To bring out the essential idea behind this measure-

IP

y U~
/

/
/

/

FIG. 2. A single particle with charge Q is in an equal super-
position of normalized states 4, and 42 localized inside the
boxes 1 and 2. If the state is unprotected then the trajectory of
an electron moving midway between the two boxes would be ei-
ther U, or Uz corresponding to Q being in box 1 or 2. But for a
protected state, the trajectory would be P as if half of the Q is in
each box.
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ment, we first consider a simple example which may be
treated like a two-state system and then generalize to an
infinite-dimensional Hilbert space. Consider the wave
function of a single charged particle,

'P(x, t) =2 ' [%',(x, t)+ %2(x, t) J, (4.3)

where ai(x', t) and az(x', t) are the wave functions of the
electron-taking trajectories influenced by the electric
fields of Q in box 1 or 2, respectively. This implies that
the electron will deviate either towards box 1 or box 2.
Suppose that the electron subsequently hits a screen that
is perpendicular to its original velocity. Then from the
position where it hits the screen it can be determined if Q
was in box 1 or 2. This means that the above wave func-
tion collapses to ai(x', t) %&(x, t) or a2(x', t)%2(x, t). This
is a usual measurement of an observable 2 with two
eigenstates corresponding to Q being in box 1 or 2. Sup-
pose that the above measurement shows that Q is in box
1, which corresponds to the collapse

4( , xxt)~ a( xt)%, ( xt) . (4.5)

Then every electron that is subsequently shot between the
boxes in the same way will follow the same trajectory as
the first electron corresponding to Q being in box l.

But the above experiment would have a very different
outcome if%'(x, t) is protected. Now %(x, t) is orthogonal
to

0'(x, t)=2 '"(%,(x, t) —%,(x, r)) . (4.6)

Also, if the Hamiltonian Ho contains only local interac-
tions and V(x, t) is an eigenfunction of Ho then 4'(x, t)
must be also an eigenfunction of Ho which is degenerate
with %(x, t). Therefore it would then not be possible to
protect ~p(x, t) using method (i) described in Sec. III. But
it can be protected using only local interactions by allow-
ing tunneling between the two boxes, say by joining them
with a long tube whose diameter is small compared to the
wavelength, which removes the degeneracy.

Suppose that 4 is a nondegenerate energy eigenstate
because of tunneling. Then in the above experiment as-
sume that (a) the electron travels a distance between the
boxes of the order of the separation distance between
them in a time large compared to A/AE, where AE is the

where %,(x, t) and %2(x, t) are normalized wave functions
respectively localized in their ground states in two small
identical boxes 1 and 2 (Fig. 2). The particle has charge
Q and will be denoted by Q. An electron which is
prepared in the state of a small localized wave packet,
whose spreading is assumed negligible, is shot so that if Q
were not present it would go along a straight line through
the midpoint perpendicular to the line of separation be-
tween the boxes. In the presence of Q, however, its tra-
jectory would be influenced by the electric field of Q.

First suppose that 'P is unprotected. Then the entan-
glement (2.4') takes place and the combined system has
the wave function

%(x,x', t) =2 '~ (a, (x', t)4, (x, t)+a2(x', t)%2(x, t) J,
(4.4)

where F" is the quantized electromagnetic-field opera-
tor, in order to explain the outcome. Because (4.7) pre-
dicts that the electric field is the same as if half of the
particle Q is in box 1 and the other half is in box 2, which
implies that the electric field midway between the boxes is
zero whereas as seen earlier the electron should deviate
towards one of the boxes for an unprotected measure-
ment. Indeed, if we open box 2 and find that Q is not
there then it must be in box 1 leading to the collapse
(4.5). Since looking into box 2 cannot suddenly change
the electric field experienced by a far away particle, Eq.
(4.7) cannot be valid. However, if we take the expecta-
tion value of (4.8) with respect to ~%), it is seen that the
observed electric field is consistent with the state of Q
producing it.

This example already illustrates how a protective mea-
surement dramatically changes the manifestation of the
wave function mentioned in Sec. III. For the usual
unprotected measurements the wave function of Q in-
teracts with the electron as if it is in box 1 or 2, making
the electron move along the trajectory U, or U2, as if Q
is a localized point particle (Fig. 2). But for the protected
measurement, the interaction is as if half of it is in box 1

and the other half is in box 2, giving rise to the very
different trajectory P for the electron. It may be argued
that because of the tunneling allowed between the two
boxes, Q moves rapidly between the boxes and the time
average of the corresponding electric field is being mea-
sured here. But we shall see below [Sec. VI, reasons (a)
and (b)] that this interpretation is not valid.

More generally, suppose that Q is in the nondegenerate
energy eigenstate

%(x, t) =a%,(x, t)+b+z(x, t), (4.9)

where ~a~ + ~b~ = 1. Then the electric field along the tra-
jectory of the electron, in the above experiment per-
formed protectively, would depend on the ratio ~b~ /~a~,
and the trajectory would be curved accordingly. There-

smallest of the energy differences between 4 and the oth-
er energy eigenstates, and (b) at all times the potential en-
ergy of interaction between the electron and Q is small
compared to AE. Then the adiabaticity condition and
the weakly interacting condition required for method (i)
in Sec. III are satisfied. Therefore, the measurement of 3
by means of the electron trajectory is a protective mea-
surement. Then the trajectory of the electron would be a
straight line as if each box contained half of the charged
particle so that the electric field along the trajectory is
zero (Fig. 2). The electric field experienced by the elec-
tron is like as if it is determined by the semiclassical
Maxwell's equations

ag ~(x, t) =e(+~ J (x, t) ~e), (4.7)

where j"(x,t) is the four-current density operator, and
E" is the electromagnetic field.

But for the unprotected measurement considered ear-
lier of course (4.7) is not valid and instead it is necessary
to use the exact equation

B„F'"(x,t) = e j"(x,t), (4.8)
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FIG. 3. A particle with charge Q is inside a circular tube in a
nondegenerate eigenstate of energy. The tube is placed in a con-
ducting cavity to prevent a transition of its state by the emission
of a photon. Protective measurements by means of observation
of suitable electron trajectories I'„P2,I'3, . . . near the tube can
determine the wave function of Q up to gauge transformations,
in principle, without collapsing the wave function.

fore, from the position where the electron hits the screen,
~
a

~
and

~
b

~
can be determined. To determine the phase

difference between a and b it is necessary to do a mea-
surement of an operator that connects +& and %2 which
therefore represents a nonlocal interaction. %e therefore
consider now a different gedanken experiment in which
the entire wave function may be protected and measured,
up to an overall phase factor, by means of only local mea-
surements.

Consider the particle Q in a thin circular tube (Fig. 3)
enclosing a magnetic Aux 4 but with the magnetic field
vanishing inside the tube. The Hamiltonian is

hc
(4.13)

where hE is the difference between the energy levels.
The emission of such a photon may be prevented by put-
ting the tube inside a conducting cavity whose linear di-
mensions are much smaller than A, . Then the above-
described measurement would be a protective measure-
ment.

V. PROTECTIVE MEASUREMENT
OF THE SPIN STATE

For this experiment the following conditions need to be
satisfied. (a) Adiabaticity: The time of measurement
should satisfy

T » h

hE '

where b,E -nh ImL is the energy difference between
the nth level and adjacent levels. (b) Weakness of the in-
teraction: If EI is the typical interaction energy between
the electron and Q then Ellb, E «1. (c) Confinement:
The energy of Q should be low enough so that it is
confined to the tube. This would also imply that the ve-
locity of Q is much less than the velocity of light which
would justify the above nonrelativistic treatment. (d)
Thermal fluctuations: The temperature 6 should be
small enough so that there are no transitions due to ex-
change of thermal energy. Therefore AE »ke, where k
is Boltzmann's constant.

In practice, Q interacts with the quantized electromag-
netic field and therefore can undergo a transition from
the given energy level to another by emitting a photon.
The wave length A, of the emitted photon satisfies

Ho = (p —Q A) + V(x),1

2m
(4.10)

A. Protective measurement of the spin state
by a uniform magnetic Beld

where A is the vector potential and V(x) represents the
effect of the walls of the tube. The eigenvalues of (4.10)
are to a good approximation

(nh —Q4)
2mL

(4.11)

where n is an integer and L is the length of the tube. As-
sume now

Q@Ar h

2
' (4.12)

where r is any integer. Then the energies (4.11) are all
distinct. Therefore a protective measurement of each
eigenstate %' of Ho can be made by shooting electrons
near the tube so that conditions (a) and (b) above are
satisfied and observing their trajectories. The electric and
magnetic fields experienced by these electrons are given
by (4.7) as if the charge and current densities are distri-
buted over the entire tube corresponding to the wave
function + which has angular momentum nh. Therefore
from the accelerations of the electrons the charge density
Qp and the current density Qj can be determined.

The incoming beam is assumed to be the plane wave

1
0'(x, t) =

0 exp(ikx

idiot),

x & 0—, (5.2)

Consider a spin- —,
' particle with a magnetic moment,

such as a neutron or a neutral atom, in a uniform mag-
netic field Bo in the z direction. Suppose it moves with
constant momentum in the x direction for x (0, and
passes through an additional small magnetic field p that
is nonvanishing and uniform only in the region 0 ~ x ~ L.
As the neutron enters this region, in general the state
splits into two because of the different momenta acquired
by the two spin states for quantization axis along the
direction of the total magnetic field, and correspondingly
different phases are acquired by these two states. A simi-
lar splitting takes place when it emerges from this region.
But when Bo is large compared to p, we shall show that
the state does not split into two, which corresponds to a
protective measurement.

The Hamiltonian is

2

H = —@Boo,—PP o .
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where

g2j 2
Ace= —pBO .

2&i
(5.3)

We suppose that the kinetic energy is much larger than
I

pBo so that the rejected waves due to the step potentials
at x =0 and x =L are negligible. Let 8 and P be the po-
lar angles of the total magnetic field B=BO+p in the re-
gion 0 ~ x ~ I.. Using Schrodinger's equation and match-
ing boundary conditions, the transmitted waves are ob-
tained to be

%(x, t) =%(x) exp( i cot—),
0 0cos — exp(ik+ x)%'+(x)+ sin — exp(ik x)%' (x), 0 & x & L
2 2

%(x)=
exp[i(k+ —k)L] cos —+ exp[i (k —k)L] sin 2

2

1
exp(ikx)

(5.4)

0+[ exp[i (k+ —k')L [
—exp[i (k —k')L ] ] exp(ip) exp(ik'x ) 1, L &x,

2
(5.5)

where

8
cos

2

0
exp(iP) sin—2.

0sin—
2

0—exp(iP) cos—2.

(5.6}

are orthonormal spin states with quantization axis along
B, and the new wave vectors satisfy

fi k+
fled — pB-

2m
fi k'

+pB = +pBO .
2P1

(5.7)

Equations (5.4) and (5.5) show that the particle state
splits into two states with different momenta in each of
these regions, in general. The two spin states are thus en-
tangled with the momentum states of the particle. If the
incoming particle is a wave packet formed as a suitable
superposition of the 4's corresponding to different values
of k, then it splits into two wave packets in each of these
regions.

But in the limiting case when Bo is very large com-
pared to P, 8 is very small. Therefore in both regions the
probability of finding the particle in the spin-down state
is negligible, and hence

exp(ik+x)%+(x), 0&x &L

spin (z axis). Therefore there is a corresponding gain in
momentum of the apparatus. As the wave packet passes
through the region of P, by measuring this gain in
momentum, say, by the time of arrival, cosy can be deter-
mined. By repeating this experiment with two different
orientations of p for the same particle the spin state,
which is protected by 80, can be determined up to an
overall phase for a single particle [8].

To see the transition from the unprotected to the pro-
tected experiment, the magnetic field Bo may be gradually
increased. Then, according to (5.4), one of the two wave
packets that the original wave packet splits into decreases
in intensity while the other increases in intensity. Also,
the difference between their velocities and therefore the
distance of separation between the wave packets de-
creases. In the limit of the ratio of Bo/phoo, so that
t9~0, the first wave packet disappears and only one wave
packet emerges into the region x & L„which is also im-
plied by (5.5).

B. Protective measurement of the spin state
by an inhomogeneous magnetic Geld

Consider again a spin- —, particle with a magnetic mo-
ment, which while being protected by a large homogene-
ous magnetic field Bo in the z direction, goes through an
apparatus containing an inhomogeneous magnetic field
g(t)B, (x). Suppose for simplicity that the particle has
spin —,. The Hamiltonian for the particle in its rest frame
is

%(x}=
1

exp[i(k+ —k)L] exp(ikx) 0, L &x .

(5.8)

(5.9)

8 = @Boo,—pg(t)o.—B, . . (5.11)

Suppose that the polar coordinates of the total magnetic
field

From (5.3) and (5.7),
B(x, t) =Bo+g (t)B,(x) (5.12)

mpk —k = cosy,
haik

(5.10)

where g is the angle between p and the direction of the

are 8(x, t) and P(x, t) where 8 is the angle between B and
the z axis. For simplicity, choose g (t) =g (constant) for
t H [0,T] and g (t) =0 otherwise. If the initial state of the
particle is given by
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pBp
%(x t)= 0 exp i t, t(0, (5.13)

for all t, (5.14)

where 4+(x, t) and 4 (x, t) are given by (5.6) but with
the new 8 and P which are now functions of x and t.

We now consider two extreme limits: (i) BO=O, i.e.,
the spin is not being protected. Then (5.14) yields

g pgTB, (x)
4(x, t)= cos — exp i

2
(x, t)+

J

g pgTB, (x)+ sin — exp i — 4 (x, t),
2

Therefore as the particle comes out of the apparatus it is
a superposition of the two wave packets (5.15) with
different average momenta. Hence the beam splits into
two.

(ii) Bo is very large compared to the Stern-Gerlach
magnetic field. Then 8 is very small and therefore (5.14)
gives

%(x, t) = exp (Bat + TgB i (x) cosy) .lP

where y is the angle between 8& and Bp. Therefore the
wave function does not split despite its interaction with
the Stern-Gerlach apparatus. Hence the entanglernent
(2.4') does not take place. However, according to (5.16),
the particle state has acquired a momentum which is ap-
proximately p, Tg(VIB, (x) cosyI ), consistent with (3.8).
By measuring this momentum, (VIB,(x) cosy I ) can be
determined without collapsing the wave function of the
particle. By repeating an experiment several times with
different inhornogeneous fields B,(x), the direction of Bo
and hence the direction of the spin may be determined.
In this way the spin state may be determined for a single
particle up to an overall phase.

In the special case of the ideal Stern-Gerlach experi-
ment considered in Sec. III, 8,= —qn, where q is the
coordinate in the direction of the unit vector n. Then in
the unprotected measurement in case (i), the beam splits
into two which are in eigenstates of a. -n. In the protect-
ed experiment in case (ii), the beam does not split into
two. But it deviates because of the momentum acquired
which is pTg cos(y)n= pT—g (o n)n, consis—tent with

then solving Schrodinger s equation with the Hamiltoni-
an (5.11) gives

+(x, t)= cos — exp i t 4'+(x, t)
9 . pB(x)

0 .pB(x)+ sin — exp i— t 4' (x, t),
2

(3.7). By repeating this experiment and measuring (o .n)
for different values of n the spin state may be determined
for a single particle without collapsing the state. In prac-
tice, the position of the atom and therefore its trajectory
may be determined by shining a laser beam of weak inten-
sity on the atom.

To see the transition from cases (i) to (ii), we may grad-
ually increase BD from 0. Then, according to (5.14), the
distance d between the two wave packets at a short dis-
tance from the Stern-Gerlach apparatus decreases to
d cosy as Bp/gB, ~ ~, so that 0~0. At the same time
one of the wave packets decreases in intensity while the
other increases in intensity so that in this limit there is
only one wave packet corresponding to a protective mea-
surement.

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

We have studied several possible experiments, which
can be performed in principle, in which the wave func-
tion of a single quantum system can be determined up to
gauge transformations. A particle manifests itself
through its entire wave function during a protective mea-
surement instead of manifesting like a point particle as in
the usual measurement. The wave function neither be-
comes entangled nor collapses during a protective mea-
surement. Also, we saw in Sec. III that two nonorthogo-
nal states can be distinguished by two protective mea-
surements. Therefore the reasons (1), (2), and (3) in Sec. I
in favor of the epistemological interpretation do not ap-
pear to be valid.

But it may be argued that it was necessary for the wave
function to be protected from collapse during the mea-
surement. But this is not unlike in classical physics
where also a system needs to be held in place in a given
state when a measurement is being made, which never-
theless enables us to regard the description of the world
by classical physics as ontological.

However, it takes a large amount of time to determine
the wave function by method (i) in Sec. III. Although in
method (ii) the measurement time T can be small, the
Hamiltonian of interaction representing the large number
of measurements being made is correspondingly large so
that the time average would be meaningful even for small
T. Therefore a protective measurement gives a new
meaning to the wave function as a time average of a single
system as opposed to the usual measurement at a given
time which gives meaning to the wave function as an en-
semble average.

But we emphasize that a protective measurement
determines the manifestation of the wave function as an
extended object unlike the usual measurement which
gives 4*4(x) the meaning of the probability density of
finding the particle, regarded as real, at X. It may be ar-
gued that, during a protective measurement, the particle
moves to and fro and I v%*%(x) is the fraction of the
time it spends in the volume V, which may be made as
small as one wants. This interpretation would make the
particle ontological and 4*4(x) epistemological because
it is a statistical average. However, we believe this argu-
ment to be invalid for the following reasons.
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(a) If a particle is inside a one-dimensional box, it is
well known that the energy eigenstates are standing
waves with equally spaced nodes. For a given eigenstate,
since 4*%(x) vanishes at the nodes the above interpreta-
tion requires that the particle travels with infinite speed
at each node in order that the time it spends in an
infinitesimal neighborhood of each node is negligible.
But there is no reason why the particle should speed up
at each node because the potential is constant inside the
box and there are no forces acting on the particle. More-
over, if the particle is charged then the sudden accelera-
tion near each node would be expected to result in large
radiation.

(b) The above interpretation requires hidden variables
that describe the motion of the particle. This is not per-
mitted by the Copenhagen interpretation, which cannot
therefore be supported by the above argument. The only
hidden variable theory which is not ruled out by Bell' s
theorem, as far as we know, is the one due to Bohm [9].
According to this interpretation, the velocity of the parti-
cle is proportional to the current density or the gradient
of the phase of %(x). But if %(x) is a nondegenerate
eigenstate of a real Hamiltonian, as in the above example
of a particle in a box, then 4(x) is proportional to a real
function of x and therefore the "velocity" of the particle
vanishes. Hence, the particle cannot move to and fro as
required to the above interpretation.

In principle a protective measurement may be per-
formed in atomic or nuclear scattering experiments, pro-
vided a large number of probes are scattered elastically
from a single scattering center and the conditions for pro-
tective measurement stated in Sec. III are satisfied. In
particular, the scattering interaction should be weak
enough to preclude the possibility of the atom going into
a state significantly di6'erent from the original ground
state and falling back into the original ground state,
which would be elastic scattering, but the probe would
not be interacting with the original ground-state wave
function, which we wish to measure. Such an experiment
has not been performed so far, but may be feasible by us-

ing a trapped atom as the scattering center.
It is important to bear in mind, however, that in the

examples considered above the protective measurement
determines directly the current densities of conserved
quantities such as charge, energy momentum, and angu-

lar momentum from their couplings to the electromag-
netic and gravitational fields [10]. But this is done deter-
ministically for a single system which gives reality to
these conserved current densities. The wave function is
then obtained from them up to gauge transformations,
which are unitary transformations on the Hilbert space.

We have given an alternative, realistic interpretation of
the wave function for a single system by means of the
protective measurement. Since the universe consists of
quantum-mechanical subsystems for which this interpre-
tation can be applied, it may be reasonable to extrapolate
this interpretation to the entire Universe. This would en-
able quantum theory to be applied to the entire Universe,
which would legitimize quantum cosmology. In contrast,
the Copenhagen interpretation cannot be applied to the
wave function of the entire Universe because, first, there
is no observer outside the Universe, which by definition is
everything that exists, and, second, the probabilistic in-
terpretation of the wave function can be given physical
meaning only by having an ensemble of large number of
identical systems whereas there is only one Universe.

But if the wave function is associated with a single sys-
tem, then should it be regarded as "rigid", i.e., it never
collapses, as in the Everett interpretation [11]? Or is it
"fragile, " i.e., it collapses when unprotected during mea-
surement by a macroscopic apparatus due to some non-
linear modification of quantum mechanics [12]'? Or
should it be something intermediate, as in the casual in-
terpretation [9], in which a dual ontology is given to the
quantum system and the wave function that depends on
the experimental setup? Or does the wave function dur-
ing a measurement by a macroscopic apparatus evolve
nonunitarily into a mixture which also must be regarded
as ontological [13]'? Or does something else happen dur-
ing measurement? This question will be addressed in a
future publication.
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